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the weary Editor that " it is not necessary for the
argument to go further into detail upon these
very solemn subjects"—and he goes into detail.*
His letters to his friends are on the same portentous
scale. No doubt, with all his absorbing activities,
he could have pleaded Pascal's excuse to a friend,
for writing too long a letter, that he had no time
to write a short one. But no amount of time
could ever have distilled Mr. Gladstone's copious-
ness. He is rarely witty, and never terse.. With
him, as Lord Morley says, "the pen was no
instrument of diversion "—it was the sword of
conflict, but a sword blunted by incessant exercise.
That " disengagement " which, according to his
biographer, was the charm of his talk, as of all
good talk, is rarely, if ever, apparent in his corre-
spondence. When Mr. Gladstone wanted to clear
his mind, he always wrote a letter, and the least
important aspect of it was the person to whom it
was addressed. " At all times," dryly remarks
Mr. Lathbury, " there is a strong likeness between
one letter of his and another. It could never be
said of them, as it was said of Newman's, that they
were * instinct with the consciousness of the
person he addresses.* On the contrary there is
at times a curious unlikeness between letters and
correspondents, and we are tempted to wonder
how much the particular reader appreciated or
even understood what was sent to him." Mr.
* The letter,"a truly terrifying example of Mr. Gladstone's
prolixity, is to be found in Mr. Lathbury's Correspondence
on Church and Religion of W. E. Gladstone, vol. L pp, 270,
etc. It is not surprising that the Editor of the Times could
find no room for it.

